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Delivering research insights on double materiality
 to the financial community










 
 
 
 














EDHEC-Risk becomes EDHEC-Risk Climate Impact Institute (ERCII)
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advance the frontiers of knowledge and foster industry innovation.
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ensure that professionals are aware of and can access our research results
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bring research advances and state-of- the-art practices into the practitionerâ€™s portfolio of skills
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conduct proprietary research for clients and develop innovative products with business partners, providing them with an edge over the competition







 

 






































 

Latest research
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 Greenwashing Regulation 
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 Scope for Divergence â€“ The Status of Value Chain Emissions Accounting, Reporting and Estimation and Implications for Investors and Standard Setters 
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 Bridging the Gap: Making Climate Scenarios Fit for Investors 
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 Measuring the Greenness of Green Bonds 
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19-02-2024






EDHEC-Risk Climate February 2024 Newsletter is out!



 




We are delighted to present ourÂ February newsletter, providing breakthrough research on climate scenario analysis and stress testing, articles on scope 3 emissions data, internal carbon pricing, and discussions on green bonds and greenwashing challenges for financial regulation.
Frederic Ducoulombier, Director of EDHEC-Risk Climate opens the editorial, with an article entitled "Greenwashing...
See more
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05-02-2024






"Climate Output at Risk"...



 




The French Association of Institutional Investors (Af2i) unveiled the winner and runners-up of its yearly Academic Prize for excellence in applied investment research.
Â 
"Climate Output at Risk...
See more
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Gianfranco Gianfrate Research â€œhighly...



 




We are delighted to announce that EDHEC Professor Gianfranco Gianfrateâ€™s academic research paper "Determinants of Internal Carbon Pricing," published in Energy Policy, has been Highly Commended in...
See more
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25 Apr


Accelerating the Green Energy Transition


10 Fleet Place EC4M 7RB LONDON

Register






 








 





> See more Events


































	
	
	


































About EDHEC


[bookmark: footer]Operating from campuses in Lille, Nice, Paris, London and Singapore, EDHEC is one of the worldâ€™s top 15 business schools. Fully international and directly connected to the business world, EDHEC commands a strong reputation for research excellence and the ability to train entrepreneurs and managers capable of breaking new ground. EDHEC functions as a genuine laboratory of ideas and produces innovative solutions valued by businesses. The Schoolâ€™s teaching is inspired by its research work and a focus on â€œlearning by doingâ€�, all with the aim of equipping people with the skills to succeed in business.
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About EDHEC-Risk Climate Impact Institute


Marking the priority assigned by the School to sustainability issues and building on its research programmes exploring the relationships between climate change and finance, EDHEC-Risk Institute became EDHEC-Risk Climate Impact Institute in October 2022. The Institute's mission is to help private and public decision-makers manage climate-related financial risks and make the best use of the financial tools available to transition to low-emission and climate-resilient economies. The Instituteâ€™s research programmes explore the relationships between climate change and finance and our key ambition is to become a leading academic reference point for long-term investors, helping them to manage the asset-pricing implications of climate change as well as mitigation and adaptation efforts. 
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